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(a) What are desired, modifying and interfac1ng inpntsfor an

instrumentation system? Give examples for each of have

draw a block diagram for showing their influence on the

output.

(b) Describe the difference between deflection and null type

(c) Define the input filtering and output filtering. Explain with

suitable examples.

(d) Explain the phenomenon of hysteresis in measurement

system. Explain the term threshold, maximum input

hysteresis.



(e) Differentiate between the term Scale Range and Scale

Span giving suitable examples.

(f) Explain terms:

(i) Static errors

(ii) Static correction

(iii) Relative error

(iv) Percentage relative error.

>
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(a) Explain the loading effect on the accuracy of a resistance

potentiometer transducer when used for measurement of

..,' ".:displacement.

(b) Distuss the factor limiting the bandwidth and sensitivity of

a linear variable differential transformer.

(c) Explain the working of a bounded strain gauge transducer

for the measurement of strain.

(d) Explain the working of a load cell based on LVDT principle.

(e) Describe how a piezoelectric transducer can be used for

dynamic error analysis and explain that effect also.

(f) How the torque of a rotating shaft can be measured and

principle is used?

(a) What are the three important aspects of a radiation

thermometer? Discuss their involvement in the
\

measurement of temperature.



(b) Discuss the factors on which the sensitivity of bimetallic

elements depend and how their sensitivity is maximized.

(c) What are the important detyCtors in a total radiation

pyrometer? How are they characterized ?

(a) D - r-ibewi neat -ketches the following types ofprimary

dere ting elements-

(i. Bourdon rubes

(u) Be1io \'5

.- (ill J:aphragms .
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(b) Exp';ain the working of Kundsen gauge and write down

th of pressure in which it is suitable.

(a) EX<2-'-, '·.e r1ifficulty faced in the measurement oflevel of

soli - b:. differential pressure level detector.

(b) Wr' e ·(\·.·.·0 the hazards to the' operator in the use of

radia ·\..n e\'el sensors. Also state the name of Indian

authori:: '.\ 0 monitors the use of radiation instrument.

(c) Draw dle -rructure of an LED display and explain its

opera'ion. \\ "hat are the conditions to be satisfied by the

deyj e or mission of visible light?


